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CloudTamers  
Payroll Import  
for NetSuite

Streamlined Success

Seamlessly integrated payroll solutions

NetSuite is the World’s #1 fastest growing cloud ERP software.  

Built for mid-market companies, its intuitive, flexible approach to 

business software has made it the ERP of choice for over 21,000 

companies worldwide.

Now you can integrate your external payroll solution with NetSuite.

How Does it Work?

CloudTamers Payroll Importer for NetSuite is efficient, 

accurate and easy to operate, importing information 

from multiple payrolls across different jurisdictions into 

NetSuite and NetSuite OneWorld.

Whether payroll is run in house or outsourced (e.g. 

a payroll bureau), CloudTamers Payroll Importer for 

NetSuite brings external payroll transaction information 

into NetSuite, creating a financial journal optionally 

summarised by department, class and location, with  

a further option to place copy payslip information on  

employee records.  

Colour-coded completion 
message will tell you if your 
import has run successfully 
or not, and tell you where 

the errors are

Can be integrated into 
multiple payroll solutions
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Why Use It?

Accurate data 

Faster consolidation

Better financial reporting

CloudTamers Payroll Importer for NetSuite is  

configurable for any payroll application, inhouse or 

external. It gathers all the relevant information in relation 

to start and leave dates, values of pay, specific payroll 

periods and pushes the payroll detail, including NI 

contributions, salary sacrifice, government deductions, 

commissions, allowances and benefits back into NetSuite 

to enable accurate reporting and analysis. By keeping 

everything inside a single, finance system organisations 

ensure continuity of reporting, fast and accurate decision 

making and clear visibility of costs.

It has been built to work seamlessly with CloudTamers HR 

for NetSuite SuiteApp.
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Where Does it Work?

CloudTamers Payroll Import for NetSuite can be  

made to work with external or inhouse payroll across 

multiple jurisdictions. Where organisations have more  

than one payroll provider, a single global payroll approach  

is recommended.

Not in your country?  Not a problem. 

CloudTamers already supports businesses across four 

continents and over 20 countries. Adding countries  or 

applications becomes a matter of simple configuration.

Who is it for?

This software has been built as an extension for those who already use NetSuite ERP or another of CloudTamers 

NetSuite SuiteApps, such as HR for NetSuite. Of course, if you are considering NetSuite as part of your software  

‘search and select’, CloudTamers is a verified and long-standing NetSuite reseller and would be happy to help you  

with your project. 

A fully certified partner and authorised reseller, CloudTamers is qualified to sell you NetSuite licenses, implement your 

core NetSuite system as well as implement any of your CloudTamers NetSuite extensions.   

Why CloudTamers?

A safe pair of hands...

CloudTamers has been implementing NetSuite for over  

a decade, making us one of the most experienced 

partners in the UK.  

Established since 1991, CloudTamers has implemented 

over 50 NetSuite systems. Half of its implementation 

expertise has been gathered during multi-jurisdiction 

global rollouts; its consultants have extensive multi-

country accounting experience.

All CloudTamers’ key delivery staff are accredited by 

NetSuite and have achieved NetSuite certifications,  

are and AAT accounting certified. or hold Prince2  

project management qualifications.

To talk with someone about NetSuite or HR for 

NetSuite get in touch.


